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4481 What are you hiding? 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, the black mucus covering sacred ancestor black demon’s body began to move. It was like 

boiling black lava, shrouding dark destruction Saint nichang. 

“What … What is this thing? Why wasn’t he attracted by the endless dark abyss? This … How is this 

possible?” 

Dark destruction Saint nichang screamed. 

Her beautiful eyes were filled with shock. 

One had to know that her bloodline ability, endless dark abyss, was to open up a dark abyss in the void. 

Like a black hole, it could suck anything in and completely seal it. Even light could not escape. 

But now, the black liquid on sacred ancestor black demon’s body was unaffected by the endless dark 

abyss “suction force. It directly pounced toward dark destruction Saint nichang. 

This surprised dark destruction Saint nichang and she didn’t even have a way to deal with it. 

 whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh …  

In an instant, dark destruction Saint nichang had no time to react and was directly stained by the dark 

mucus. 

Then, the dark mucus on her body began to spread and covered her entire body. 

This scene was a bit like old Grey’s bloodline ability. 

However, old Grey’s bloodline ability was a silver substance that spread over the target’s body, 

completely covering the target and eventually sealing it. 

And at this moment … 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s dark mucus didn’t just quickly cover the dark destruction Saint nichang’s 

body, it also released a terrifying Black Flame every second. 

This strange fire was very special. It wouldn’t burn the body, but it would rapidly burn the target’s Saint 

Qi and spiritual energy. 

“No wonder you didn’t use this move in the beginning, it was to consume some of my Saint Qi first!” 

Dark destruction Saint nichang was extremely nervous. 

She’d just exchanged several hundred blows with sacred ancestor black demon, and she’d already used 

up a lot of her Saint origin power. 
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At this moment, the Saint Origin Energy of The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang was burning rapidly under 

the burning of the dark mucus. It would be completely exhausted in a few dozen seconds. 

At that time, Saint nichang would be a fish on the chopping block, waiting to be slaughtered by sacred 

ancestor black demon. 

“Heavens! What an overbearing ability!” 

Looking at the scene before him, Tiandao immediately cried out in shock. 

There wasn’t any element of flattery, it was genuine amazement and shock from the bottom of his 

heart. 

“That dark slime has no attributes at all. Naturally, it won’t be restrained by any attributes! It’s like it’s 

transcended the Three Realms and not within the five elements. It can be seen, but can’t be touched!” 

Tiandao exclaimed, ” the main point is that the strange fire in the dark mucus can ignore the enemy’s 

defense and directly burn Saint Origin Energy and spiritual energy. Moreover, the burning speed is 

extremely fast. It can be said that there is no way to deal with it!  He’s really too domineering!” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei, who was hiding in a corner of the space, could see everything clearly. 

Chen Xiaobei’s shock was no less than the heavenly axiom’s. 

To Chen Xiaobei, Dark Destroyer Saint nichang was already strong enough, but he did not expect her to 

be so vulnerable in front of the black demon Sacred ancestor. It could be said that her defeat was 

already set in stone. 

 that guy’s special ability is too unbelievable. Even if it were me, I would lose without a doubt!  

Chen Xiaobei’s brows were tightly knitted together, and he looked very anxious. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s plan, he would use The Dark Destroyer Saint nichang to stall the enemy. 

When the battle was over, Chen Xiaobei would then strike the final blow. 

But now, Dark Destroyer Saint nichang was about to be defeated and Chen Xiaobei could not find a 

chance to attack. 

Of course, it was also fortunate that Chen Xiaobei did not act rashly. Otherwise, he would have been 

contaminated by the dark mucus and ended up in the same situation as The Dark Destroyer Saint 

nichang. 

One had to know that the dark mucus had no attributes and was not restrained. It was not even affected 

by the laws. 

This meant that all of Chen Xiaobei’s special abilities were rendered useless. 

In this situation, no matter how strong the armor was, it was unable to withstand the flames. 

Chen Xiaobei’s Saint Qi and mental power would be burned away if he was even touched by a little bit of 

the dark liquid. 

There was no doubt that he would be defeated. 



“Senior xuandu …” 

At this time, Tiandao asked with great curiosity, ” Senior black demon is your younger brother, which 

means he’s a member of the profound Sage clan. Why is his bloodline ability this dark mucus? ” 

 it’s simple. It’s because of the bloodline fusion.  

“Black demon has the bloodline of the profound Sage clan,” the xuandu divine ancestor said 

indifferently.”As long as he uses the profound Sage’s Creation special ability, he can find opportunities 

that can help him within a certain range!” 

 in the past billions of years, he has obtained countless opportunities in the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield, and this dark mucus is one of them!  

 in fact, we still don’t know what that dark mucus is.  

The xuandu Saint ancestor paused and said,”but I guess it’s the blood of some Saint Beast!” This was 

because after Black Devil obtained the dark mucus, his bloodline was affected and changed!” 

 blood!?  

Tiandao’s expression froze for a moment, and he was even more shocked. His face was filled with 

disbelief.  this is really too mysterious. If I didn’t see it with my own eyes, I wouldn’t dare to believe that 

there is such a powerful and overbearing bloodline in this world!  

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei had been observing the situation in secret. 

Even though they were far away, Chen Xiaobei could hear the conversation between the Heaven’s Will 

and the xuandu divine ancestor with his current cultivation and perception. 

 blood!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he started to plan.”Old Grey’s ability was triggered by the blood it spat 

out! The two abilities are similar, but will the two types of blood also be similar?” 

Chen Xiaobei was very smart and calm. Even in this desperate situation, he still found a clue to break out 

of this situation. 

 previously, I relied on the Dao word incantation and the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor to 

derive a special attribute symbol to counter old Grey’s Esper ability. Only then was I able to break old 

Grey’s Esper ability.  

 but, the black blood on the black demon’s body doesn’t seem to have any attributes. I can’t use the 

same method again. I have to think of another way …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

It was clear that the dead end in front of him was unsolvable. Even if Chen Xiaobei found a clue, it did 

not mean that he would be able to break out of it. 

 Xuan word: peeking at fate!  

Chen Xiaobei activated the ” Black ” spell and peeked into the entire space, trying to find something that 

could help him. 



After looking around for a while, he found that the light of his special ability was flashing in an empty 

space. 

 is there something hidden there?!  

Chen Xiaobei turned into his purple Qi Dharmakaya and activated traceless Snowsteps, charging at the 

enemy as fast as he could. 
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4482 The seventh sacred beast! 

This was perhaps Chen Xiaobei’s greatest advantage. 

With the support of the special ability of the heart origin, whether it was the purple Qi Dharmakaya or 

the traceless snow, they could both reach the peak of the two-star divine ancestor level. 

Unless the opponent was a three star divine ancestor, they would not be able to detect Chen Xiaobei’s 

whereabouts. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei was able to get to the location of the ‘black’ spell without anyone noticing. 

“Whoosh …” 

The moment Chen Xiaobei arrived, there was a mysterious spatial fluctuation. 

A space gate appeared in the originally empty place. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, dark destruction Saint nichang’s Saint Origin Energy and spiritual energy were 

completely burned up. Her huge body fell directly to the ground. 

“Dark Destroyer Saint nichang has been defeated! This was the space gate to the seventh space! This is 

my chance?” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately understood. 

The reason why the ” Xuan ” spell had locked onto this location was because there was an opportunity 

that could help Chen Xiaobei. 

And this opportunity was naturally the space gate that had just opened. 

It was easy to understand. If Chen Xiaobei stayed in this dimension, he would not have a chance to 

defeat the black demon divine ancestor and the xuandu divine ancestor. 

Only by leaving this space could he possibly find a chance to break out of this situation. 

“But … How powerful would the sacred beast guarding the seventh space be? If I go there like this, will I 

just leave a Wolf’s Den and enter a Tiger’s Den?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in worry. 
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After all, there were a total of seven independent spaces in the relic. According to the previous rule, the 

guarding sacred beast in the seventh space would be more powerful than the dark destruction Saint 

nichang. 

If Chen Xiaobei were to rush over, he might end up in an even worse situation. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, dark destruction Saint nichang kept falling, sealed by the dark mucus, and couldn’t 

use any power. 

Sacred ancestor black demon also took advantage of the situation and put dark destruction Saint 

nichang into his sacred soul world. 

It was obvious that they would soon find the space gate to the seventh space. 

Chen Xiaobei did not have much time left to think. 

“No matter! It’s better to fight in the seventh space than to stay here and do nothing!” 

Chen Xiaobei made up his mind and rushed into the portal. 

After all, the enemy would soon find the dimension door. If Chen Xiaobei did not go over, the great 

opportunity in the seventh dimension would be taken by the enemy. 

All of Chen Xiaobei’s previous efforts had been in vain. 

He might even miss the ultimate secret of the one word Saint destroyer curse. 

Chen Xiaobei did not care about the danger anymore. Even if he had to die, he had to go and find out. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei was the first to reach the seventh dimension. 

The first thing Chen Xiaobei saw was a huge statue standing in the middle of the space. 

However, like a pillar in the southern sky, the statue stood on the ground with the sky above its head. 

The purple-red setting sun was like the Holy Radiance behind the statue’s head. It was very harmonious 

and natural. 

“As expected!” 

The moment Chen Xiaobei saw the statue, he confirmed his suspicion. 

 this statue is indeed the same person as the mysterious figure that appeared in the Ling Kong mystery 

realm!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face lit up with excitement. 

He flew over at his fastest speed. 



Chen Xiaobei believed that if the statue really did contain the ultimate secret of the one character Saint-

killer curse, it would allow Chen Xiaobei’s power to soar. It even gave Chen Xiaobei a chance to turn the 

tables. 

“Swish!” 

Suddenly, a silver-white figure appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei at an incredible speed. 

It was a mighty and majestic sacred Kylin! 

Its body was huge, and its muscles were bulging. It was covered in silver scales, and the mane on its 

head was also silver. It looked very cool and handsome. 

A strong and overbearing battle intent was released. He was like a silver-armored Tiger General who 

swept across the battlefield. 

Of course, the most special part of its body was its eyes. 

One eye was white while the other was black. In both eyes, there was a circle of white-gold patterns 

that were completely opposite. 

“Little brat! Where do you want to go?” 

The sacred Kylin stood in front of Chen Xiaobei. Its tone was calm, but its eyes were filled with disdain, 

as if it was looking at a tiny ant. 

“You … You can see me?” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

At this moment, he had used both his purple Qi Dharmakaya and traceless snow at the same time, but 

he was still discovered by the sacred Kylin. 

According to the level of the previous six Saint beasts, the cultivation of this sacred Kylin should not have 

reached the three-star divine ancestor level. 

In other words, it was only able to see Chen Xiaobei because of its own talent. 

“Hmph, I’m the great divine heavenly Kirin. My black eyes are the origin black holes and I can see the 

origin of all things! No matter how many changes you have, I can see through it with a glance!” 

The sacred Kylin’s tone was indifferent, and it wasn’t in a hurry to attack.  you’re too weak. I don’t even 

want to make a move!  

It was obvious that the divine beast could see through Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation, and even the level of 

the armor and the amount of energy it contained. 

In the eyes of the divine Emperor armor, Chen Xiaobei was not even a divine ancestor. He was an ant 

among ants. Furthermore, there was no extra energy in the armor, so it could not activate any special 

ability or power. 

Because of this, the great divine heavenly Kirin didn’t even have the desire to fight. 



However, Chen Xiaobei did not care about Hongsheng Ditian Lin’s contempt. He started to plan calmly. 

“The great divine heavenly Kirin? Could it be that the sacred Kylin has the bloodline of the great sage 

Tribe?” 

 in addition, it said that its black eye can evolve into an origin black hole. Does this have anything to do 

with my own origin black hole special ability? ” 

“Or maybe the thousand eyed Sacred Emperor took the black hole’s bloodline ability from a weak great 

divine heavenly Kirin?” 

 also, since the black eye is an evolution of the origin black hole, what’s the use of the other eye of the 

great divine heavenly Kylin? ” 

A series of questions appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

Even though he could not find an answer to all of them, at least Chen Xiaobei had found some clues to 

break out of this situation. 

 you should commit suicide. At least you can die a quick death. If I attack you, you will suffer a torture 

worse than death!  

The great divine di Tianlin said impatiently. 

“You can make your move!” 

However, at this moment, Chen Xiaobei’s words were shocking to the extreme, ” “Perhaps you can’t 

hurt me at all!” 
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 “What!” 

The great divine di Tianlin was stunned for a moment and his black and white eyes were filled with 

anger. 

In its eyes, Chen Xiaobei was as weak as an ant or a speck of dust. It did not even bother to kill Chen 

Xiaobei. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had just said that the great divine heavenly Kirin could not hurt him at all. 

To the great divine heavenly Kirin, this wasn’t a provocation anymore. It was a huge insult! 

One had to know that the great divine heavenly Kylin had the strength of an early-stage two-star divine 

ancestor. However, its peak-level divine ancestor bloodline and super heaven-defying abilities made it 

invincible among its peers. 

It might not be anywhere else, but it was definitely an invincible existence in the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield. 

Even the prideful Dark Destroyer Saint nichang had to be respectful and cautious in front of it. She 

would not dare to say anything as crazy as Chen Xiaobei. 
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In fact, in his entire life, he had never met someone as arrogant and ignorant as Chen Xiaobei. 

That’s right! 

In the eyes of the great divine heavenly Kirin, Chen Xiaobei was not only arrogant but also ignorant. 

As the saying goes, the ignorant are fearless. 

Chen Xiaobei’s arrogant words clearly showed that he had no idea how terrifying the heavenly Kirin was. 

In an instant, the eyes of the great sage di Tianlin were filled with contempt and disdain. 

Attacking an ignorant and weak ant like Chen Xiaobei was a humiliation to the great divine heavenly 

Kirin. It was a stain on his life. 

 kid, I don’t like to talk nonsense. Now, I’ll give you one last chance to commit suicide in front of me as 

an apology. Otherwise, I’ll definitely make you suffer a fate worse than death!  

The great divine di Tianlin squinted his eyes and an extremely sharp killing intent enveloped the area. 

Even someone as strong as Chen Xiaobei could feel a terrifying shock and an invisible pressure. 

Fortunately, mental state was something that could grow at an extremely fast speed. As long as you 

withstood a powerful pressure once, your mental state would grow a little. The next time you 

encountered the same pressure, you wouldn’t be affected again. 

Along the way, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind had been getting stronger and stronger. So, even though he 

was under immense pressure, he could still hold on to his heart and not be intimidated by the great 

divine heavenly Kirin. 

“You don’t like to talk nonsense? Wasn’t the two sentences he was saying now nonsense? You’ll attack 

just because I told you to? Why are you giving me another chance? You’re really more naggy than my 

mom!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, he provoked the great divine heavenly Qilin on purpose, 

hoping that it would attack as soon as possible. 

“You …” 

When the great divine heavenly Kirin heard this, he was so angry that he almost vomited blood. 

She had been kind enough to give Chen Xiaobei a chance, but now she was even more naggy than his 

mother? 

At that moment, the divine beast felt as if Chen Xiaobei had trampled on its pride. Chen Xiaobei had 

even given it a tight slap across the face. 

This kid was simply too arrogant and rampant! 

He didn’t even know how to spell the word ‘death’! 

“Boom boom boom …” 



In the next moment, the great divine heavenly Kylin didn’t waste any more time and activated his Saint 

Origin Energy. 

Along with the shocking explosion, the silver Saint Origin Energy shot up into the sky and turned into a 

vast rainbow. 

 die!!!  

Without hesitation, Hongsheng Tianlin launched an attack at Chen Xiaobei. 

Even though the great divine heavenly Kirin looked down on Chen Xiaobei, he did not underestimate his 

opponent. He unleashed the full power of a two-star divine ancestor. 

Of course, the reason why the great divine heavenly Kirin was trying his best was because of the anger in 

his heart. 

It had never met someone as infuriating as Chen Xiaobei in its life. 

At that moment, it wanted to torture Chen Xiaobei to the point where he would rather die. 

Naturally, he would not show any mercy to Chen Xiaobei. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out three of the orbs! 

The three pearls rotated slowly in front of the array, emitting the purest aura of the great saint tribe! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the attack from the great divine heavenly Kylin was already right in front of Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had expected, when the silver-white Rainbow touched the three orbs, it split into 

countless streams of light, went around Chen Xiaobei’s body, and hit the empty ground behind him. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the blink of an eye, the space behind Chen Xiaobei was crushed into dust. The dimension wall was 

shattered, and even the dimension door that had just appeared was destroyed. 

However, under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei was not injured at all. He even stood there unmoving. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The heavenly Kirin’s expression changed. Its black and white eyes were fixed on the three orbs in front 

of Chen Xiaobei. 

Then, great sage di Tianlin’s face was filled with unwillingness and depression as he gritted his teeth. 

The great divine heavenly Kirin didn’t attack anymore. 

It said dejectedly,”I’ve lost!” You have passed the final test!” 

It was obvious that the great divine heavenly Kirin was very unwilling to accept this outcome. 



However, this was the final result, and nothing could change it. 

The three orbs in Chen Xiaobei’s hands were given to Yan Lingshi by the Supreme divine ancestor. 

Yan Lingshi then gave all three pearls to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei had already verified that these three orbs could nullify the attacks of the protective 

formation left behind by the ancient Saint at the ruins of the ancient Saint. 

By the same logic, the great divine heavenly Kirin had the bloodline of the great divine race, so it 

naturally couldn’t attack the great divine Supreme divine ancestor. 

All Chen Xiaobei needed to do was to hold three of the orbs in his hand and he would be immune to all 

of the attacks from the great divine heavenly Kirin. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, he kept provoking the great divine heavenly 

unicorn, hoping that the great divine heavenly unicorn would attack him as soon as possible. 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei wanted the great divine heavenly Kylin to attack as soon as possible was 

because he wanted to win as soon as possible. 

After all, Tiandao and the others were still hot on his heels. Chen Xiaobei had to race against time. 

However, at this moment, the space gate had been shattered by the great divine heavenly Kirin. 

Although there was still a trace of afterimage left, it wouldn’t be so easy for Tiandao and the others to 

come over. They might even never come over. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry. He said calmly, ”  you can continue to attack, because I don’t 

know if I have to defeat you or subdue you!  

“What!” 

Upon hearing this! the great divine heavenly Kirin almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

“Don’t be so surprised!” 

“Old grey!” Chen Xiaobei said. Blood Fiend! Purple Heart! I’ve already subdued her, so Ni Huang will be 

mine sooner or later! You’re all a family, shouldn’t you be in order?” 
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 “You …” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin’s expression turned extremely ugly. Without a doubt, it was extremely 

depressed. 

With its strength and bloodline ability, it was more than enough to fight against a super strong 

opponent. 

But now, it had met its nemesis, Chen Xiaobei. The three pearls had suppressed its blood, rendering its 

attack useless. 
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This meant that Chen Xiaobei was undefeatable. No matter how strong the great divine heavenly Kirin 

was, it would be useless. 

Even if it continued to attack, it would only be a waste of Saint Origin Energy and spiritual energy, and it 

would still lose in the end. 

Because of this, although the great divine heavenly Qilin was unwilling and depressed, he had no choice 

but to surrender. It would save him time and experience. 

“I … I’m willing to submit …” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin let go of his pride and chose to be realistic. 

It lowered its head in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

“Lotus!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei used his special ability to brand the heavenly Divine Lotus ‘mark on the divine soul of 

the heavenly Divine unicorn. 

In this way, the great divine heavenly Qilin was officially subdued. 

“Let’s go. Take me to see what kind of opportunities the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor has left 

behind in these ruins.” 

Chen Xiaobei could not wait any longer. 

“Yes, sir!” 

The divine heavenly Kirin did not do anything but teleport and brought Chen Xiaobei to the statue that 

looked like a heavenly pillar. 

Crack … Crack … 

At the same time, the space gate that had just been shattered suddenly began to fluctuate. 

Obviously, Tiandao and the others had already discovered the space gate and were probably trying to 

find a way to repair it. If there were no accidents, they should be here soon. 

“Master, please take a look …” 

“This statue is the opportunity left behind by the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor!” The great 

divine heavenly Kylin said in a deep voice. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. Actually, he had already seen the statue from afar. 

He could also confirm that this statue and the mysterious figure in the Ling Kong secret realm were the 

same person. 

Now that he was close enough, Chen Xiaobei could finally get a closer look. 

The details of the statue had finally revealed its true appearance. 



It was the image of a young man. His face was cold and he exuded a domineering aura. He was tall and 

wore the same armor as the Saint Emperor armor. 

The purple-red setting sun in the sky was like the Holy Radiance behind his head. It was unusually vast 

and powerful. 

At this moment, the blood-red Land that was shattered by the great divine heavenly Kirin turned into 

countless pieces that floated in the air. They were like countless blood-red swords that formed a 

formation around the statue. 

Overall, this statue was very domineering and very handsome. In addition to its enormous size, it could 

be said to be very shocking and full of a huge visual impact. 

However … 

Chen Xiaobei observed for a long time, but he did not find anything. 

“No matter how I look at it, it’s just an ordinary statue. Other than its size, there’s nothing special about 

it …” 

“Yup …” 

The great sage di Tianlin nodded and sighed, ” “I’ve been waiting here for countless years. I’ve seen 

every corner and every detail of this statue, but I didn’t find anything useful …” 

“Didn’t the profound Sage-level Supreme divine ancestor say anything about this?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“He did mention some details …” 

“This statue was found by the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor in the Holy ancestor ancient 

battlefield. At that time, the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor also didn’t think there was 

anything special about this statue!” 

 however, when he used the creation special ability of the profound Sage Tribe to observe it, he 

discovered that there was a huge opportunity hidden within this statue!  

“For this opportunity, the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor even went into seclusion to 

comprehend it, trying to solve the mystery of this opportunity. However, after spending more than 

10000 years, the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor still couldn’t find the answer!” 

“Later on, the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor wanted to go into a life-and-death battle, so he 

left the statue here, hoping that the fated people of the future generations would be able to break the 

opportunity within.” 

 after the battle, the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor still couldn’t think of any way to crack the 

secret, so he simply didn’t come back and continued to leave the statue here.  

“After all, the profound Sage Race believes in fate the most,” said the great divine heavenly Kylin in a 

deep voice.”Only those who are fated can obtain a specific fate! It’s already a foregone conclusion, so 

we can only wait and see.” 

 I understand …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. He completely understood what the divine heavenly Kirin meant. 



First of all, there was definitely a great opportunity within this statue. This was confirmed by the 

profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor using his creation special ability. 

Secondly, the statue’s opportunities were already destined to be taken by the fated person. Even a 

profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor would not be able to forcibly seize the opportunities within. 

Finally, the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor might still be paying attention to the changes in this 

statue. If anyone could unravel the secret and obtain the opportunities within, they would likely be 

targeted by the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor. This was the last thing that the great sage di 

Tianlin mentioned, to wait and see. 

Of course, it was certain that the profound Sage paramount divine ancestor was not in the Holy ancestor 

ancient battlefield, so he could not interfere directly. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei did not have to worry about the threat of the profound Sage Supreme 

divine ancestor for a while. 

“Since there are no clues, I can only try one by one!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly returned to his human form. 

At this moment, the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor he was wearing finally revealed his true face. 

“Master! The armor you’re wearing is exactly the same as the one on this statue!” 

The great divine di Tianlin exclaimed in disbelief. 

Although it had the special ability of the origin black hole and knew about the existence of the myriad 

DAOs Saint Emperor puppet, it was still a Saint. 

However, it could only see the origin of the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor puppet and not its appearance. 

This was why it was so surprised to see the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor puppet’s true appearance. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer the question. Instead, he activated the one-word Saint-killer curse. 

It was clear that both the one word Saint destroyer curse and the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor 

armor were inextricably linked to this statue. 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure if he could really solve the secret. 

However, this was definitely a method that he had to try. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the Dao word incantation appeared and resonated with the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor 

armor. 

Dark golden symbols gradually appeared on the armor. They were extremely dazzling and radiated with 

a shocking pressure. 

“Whoosh …” 



At the same time, the ten thousand Saint Emperor armors on the statue resonated with one another. 

In an instant, a sudden change occurred! 
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boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

The huge statue suddenly emitted a mysterious holy light. 

All of a sudden, there seemed to be thousands of beams of holy light mixed in. They were dazzling and 

brilliant. 

The originally black statue also gradually changed. Although it was still black, its surface already showed 

a warm Jade-like luster. 

“Woof!” 

At the same time, ten thousand rays of holy light gathered between the statue’s brows and flowed 

down like a heavenly spiritual spring, connecting with Chen Xiaobei’s forehead. 

Then, a stream of information quickly entered Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

With the integration of his memories, Chen Xiaobei could finally solve all the mysteries that he could not 

solve before. 

First of all, Chen Xiaobei already knew the meaning of The Holy Road. 

The divine path was to push one’s Dao heart or some ability to the extreme from beginning to end and 

transform it into one’s own Dao! 

For example, divine ancestor Broken Sky was a demon from a sacred wood, and he had been practicing 

the Dao of wood all his life. When the Dao of wood reached its extreme, it would be sublimated to the 

divine Dao of wood. 

Another example was that the ice Dome divine ancestor had carried out the Dao of ice to the extreme 

and finally sublimated it to the divine Dao of ice. 

And the divine path was a necessary condition to become a divine ancestor! 

Once a person reached the peak of Saint Emperor, both the Qilin corpse and the Saint Emperor Mystic 

resin could no longer ignore the bottleneck and directly break through. 

Only by sublimating one’s own Dao into the divine Dao could one break through the realm and step into 

the divine ancestor realm. 

In other words, the divine path was the symbol of the divine ancestor. 

At this moment. 

The important message from the statue told Chen Xiaobei that above the Holy path, there was still the 

Supreme Dao! 
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And the Supreme Dao was the source of all Holy Dao! 

The true body of this statue was the only existence in this world who had comprehended a Supreme 

Dao … 

Ten thousand! Dao! Zhi! Ancestor! 

He was the one who was truly invincible and Supreme! 

He could create and destroy billions of worlds with a single thought, derive billions of nomological laws 

with a single thought, bring prosperity to all living things, and wither all living things with a single 

thought! 

In fact, even the nine most powerful Holy ancestors were created by him when he was bored! 

With a single thought, he could turn the nine Supreme divine ancestors into ashes! 

He was truly Supreme and controlled everything! 

Without a doubt, this was the ultimate dream that countless ambitious people dreamed of, but could 

not ask for! 

However, after such days had passed for a long time, he was tired of it. 

After sitting in the void for 80000 Zhaoming years, he finally decided to end this boring life. 

He released the Saint Soul. 

The Supreme sacred soul macro world had evolved into the present real world. 

Before he ended his life, he erased all information and memories related to him in this world. 

Therefore, even the nine Supreme divine ancestors couldn’t recognize that this statue was the one who 

had created them. They didn’t even know that they were created. They thought that they were already 

standing at the peak of the world! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, more information entered Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

It turned out that after the myriad Dao ancestor died, he didn’t completely disappear. His primordial 

spirit and soul split into nine parts and entered the cycle of reincarnation to be reincarnated, becoming 

nine people with great opportunities. 

If he could gather the primordial spirits of these nine people, he would be able to gather the complete 

soul of the ancestor of all DAOs, allowing him to return to this world. 

However, the information that entered Chen Xiaobei’s mind did not reveal the identity of these nine 

people. 

So, Chen Xiaobei could not go to them directly. 



Of course, there was no need for Chen Xiaobei to look for them. After all, there was no benefit for Chen 

Xiaobei if the myriad Dao ancestor returned to the world. He might even become a huge threat that 

Chen Xiaobei could not defeat! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei only took a quick look at the information about the nine reincarnated people 

and did not delve into it. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, a third piece of information entered Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

It contained two important pieces of information. 

One of them was regarding the weapon of the ancestor of the myriad DAOs, the myriad Dao everlasting 

mirror! 

The mirror was sealed in the ancestral sacred region by the ancestor of all DAOs. 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was a very, very useful piece of information. 

One had to know that this ten thousand Dao everlasting mirror was this world’s strongest weapon, 

without a doubt! He was definitely above all the Supreme divine ancestors! 

Once Chen Xiaobei had it, he would be invincible! 

Of course, this was under the premise that there was a way to activate its power! 

If he couldn’t even activate its power, even if he obtained the ten thousand Dao everlasting mirror, he 

could only Bluff and not have any substantial effect! 

The second part of the message was what Chen Xiaobei had guessed before. It was about the ultimate 

secret of the one word Saint-killer curse. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had guessed, the one word Saint-killer curse was a Supreme cultivation technique 

created by the ancestor of all DAOs. 

The level of this cultivation technique had reached a Supreme realm that surpassed the Supreme divine 

ancestor. 

He was also at the peak of this world! 

If Chen Xiaobei could master the complete version, he would also be invincible! 

However, this was definitely not a simple matter. 

First of all, the first condition to learn the complete version was already giving Chen Xiaobei a headache! 

He actually wanted to find the reincarnated reincarnator of the nine great ancestors of ten thousand 

DAOs! 

The complete version of the one word Saint destroyer curse was divided into nine parts and imprinted in 

their Yuan Shen and souls! 



In other words, Chen Xiaobei had to find them and extract their souls to see the complete one word 

Saint destroyer incantation. 

Just now, Chen Xiaobei thought that he did not need to look for the nine people. 

But now, it seemed that if Chen Xiaobei wanted to become the strongest, he would have to find these 

nine people. 

This was like a double-edged sword to Chen Xiaobei. 

The good thing about finding these nine people was that Chen Xiaobei would be able to learn the 

complete one word Saint destroyer incantation. 

The downside was that the ancestor of all DAOs might return to the world. By then, Chen Xiaobei would 

be facing an unprecedented threat. After all, two tigers could not live on the same mountain, and a fight 

to the death was inevitable. 

There was no doubt that this was a difficult choice. 

Of course, thinking about it carefully, this was not strange at all. The ancestor of the myriad Dao was 

tired of the life at that time, so he chose to end his life and become one of the nine reincarnations. 

To put it simply, this was like a rich man pretending to be an ordinary person in real life. 

After he had experienced enough, he could go back and continue his rich life. 

By the same logic, when the ancestor of Dao had enough fun, he would use the primordial spirits of the 

nine people to return to the world, which was equivalent to the return of a rich man. 

This was equivalent to the path of retreat that the ancestor of all DAOs had left for him. 

All in all, if Chen Xiaobei wanted to be the strongest, he had to walk this path. 

Of course, there was still a long way to go to reach this point, so he didn’t have to worry too much about 

it now. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, a mysterious power emerged from the statue and was added to Chen Xiaobei’s body. 
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4486 A bold idea! 

It was clear that the changes that happened to the statue were only important information that was of 

no help to Chen Xiaobei. 

As the saying went, one wouldn’t wake up early if there were no benefits. 

If the ancestor of all DAOs wanted the future generations to work for him, he would naturally have to 

give them some benefits first. 

“Whoosh …” 
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The mysterious power that was being added to Chen Xiaobei’s body was the benefit of the ancestor of 

all DAOs. 

Only by letting the fated people in the future feel the benefits of great power would they pursue higher 

and stronger power at all costs. Only then would they step on the path designed by the ancestor of all 

Dao. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei could feel the drastic changes in his body. 

The one word Saint-Killing Curse started to circulate uncontrollably. 

The main point was that the method of quasi-Transcension was very different from Chen Xiaobei’s usual 

practice. There were many major changes in many key areas. 

At first, Chen Xiaobei did not know why it was like this. 

However, after using the one word Saint-killer curse in a new way for a whole great heaven, Chen 

Xiaobei understood. 

 this … This is the operating method of the one-star divine ancestor level one-word Saint-Killing Curse!  

Chen Xiaobei was excited. 

If the complete one word Saint destroyer curse was the Supreme realm, then this one word Saint 

destroyer curse was the first step to the Supreme realm. 

Simply put, the one word Saint destroyer curse had broken through a major realm, and it had the quality 

of a Supreme realm. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could use the one word Saint destroyer curse to gain the same overwhelming 

advantage as before. 

For example, Chen Xiaobei was only a Peak Eight-star divine Emperor, but with the help of the Holy 

ancestor-level one-word Holy extermination curse, Chen Xiaobei’s abilities were comparable to a one-

star divine ancestor! 

He could even be absolutely invincible under the two-star divine ancestor realm! 

He was on par with the divine ancestor as a divine Emperor! 

This was extremely terrifying! 

In the history of this world, there had never been such a person! This was definitely an unprecedented 

miracle! 

“But the one word Saint destroyer curse is only at the level of a one star divine ancestor. It’s still far 

from enough to defeat the black demon Sacred land and the xuandu divine Emperor …” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in worry. 



After all, sacred ancestor black demon and sacred ancestor xuandu were both two-star sacred 

ancestors, and they had terrifying bloodline abilities. 

Chen Xiaobei’s current state was not enough to fight them. 

“Whoosh …” 

Of course, the mysterious power from the statue did not stop there. 

After helping Chen Xiaobei upgrade the one character Saint destroyer incantation, the power began to 

change its target. 

It was directly added to the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor. 

“Whoosh!” 

What happened next surprised Chen Xiaobei. 

With a burst of mysterious energy fluctuations, Saint Emperor myriad DAOs armor also broke through a 

major realm, directly reaching the early two star divine ancestor realm. 

This way, the enemy’s attacks would have a hard time breaking through the armor’s defense. 

Even if he did not use the special ability to protect his master, the armor’s original defensive power 

alone could protect Chen Xiaobei. 

This way, at least Chen Xiaobei’s life could be saved. 

“But the problem is … I can only defend, not attack … I’ll only be able to take a beating … Besides, sacred 

ancestor black demon can seal me up. If he does that, my defense will be useless …” 

Chen Xiaobei was still frowning. 

Obviously, even if he upgraded his armor, it would not be enough to help Chen Xiaobei. 

“Ka ka ka …” 

At the same time, the space gate that had been destroyed earlier began to repair itself bit by bit with 

the help of the Saint Origin Energy of a Saint ancestor. 

It was obvious that those who had reached the sacred ancestor realm had the ability to control laws. 

However, there were specializations in different fields. 

Different people had different levels of control over the laws. 

Of course, repairing a space gate didn’t require any high-level space laws. The xuandu and black demon 

ancestors were old monsters who had lived for countless years, so this small matter was naturally as 

easy as turning their hands. 

“Master! Is there anyone else who wants to come in?” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin was extremely alert. Its powerful cultivation had allowed it to have 

extremely strong perception. 



He immediately noticed the change in the space gate. 

“That’s my enemy!” 

“I’m not their match yet!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Enemies?” 

The corners of the great divine di Tianlin’s mouth curled up slightly as his body exuded a terrifying battle 

intent. 

 don’t worry, master, ” he said, his blood boiling.  with me here, the enemy won’t be able to hurt you!  

After saying that, the great sage di Tianlin’s eyes were fixed on the spatial gate. 

It was ready to attack at any moment. 

“Don’t be careless! The enemy is very powerful!” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and reminded her. 

 don’t worry, master. I’m an invincible existence in the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield!  

The great divine heavenly Kirin was extremely confident. He held his head high and looked down on the 

enemy. 

“Anyway, it’s better to be careful!” 

 I have a bold idea that needs to be put into practice. So, I can’t help you in the short term!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

“You can just watch at ease!” 

 I can easily defeat any enemy within the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield. You don’t have to do 

anything at all. In fact, I’ve already won before you can even react!  the great divine heavenly Kylin said 

confidently. 

It was obvious that the great divine heavenly Kirin had an extremely high cultivation realm. 

More importantly, its bloodline was at a very high level, reaching the level of a Nine Star divine ancestor. 

At the same time, it also had the black-white Saint eyes. 

The black eye could activate the origin black hole, which was an extremely heaven-defying ability. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know what white eye’s ability was, but he could imagine that it was on the same 

level as the original black hole. 

It had first-class strength, a top-notch bloodline, and a heaven-defying special ability. It was no wonder 

it was so confident. 

“Alright, I’ll leave the battlefield to you!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, but he did not dare to be careless. 



After all, the great divine heavenly Kirin had stayed in the ruins for countless years and might not be 

completely aware of the situation outside. 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei had already seen the old mudfish. 

This guy was the divine ancestor of xuandu, and he had the Supreme divine ancestor bloodline of the 

profound Sage Tribe. 

Moreover, this guy wasn’t someone from the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield. Therefore, the great 

divine heavenly Kylin might not be able to win for sure. 

Chen Xiaobei had to be careful. 

Of course, it was far from enough to just be careful. 

Chen Xiaobei had to find a way to break out of this situation as soon as possible. If that bold idea was 

realized, Chen Xiaobei would be able to take back the initiative! 

That was truly an undefeatable place! 
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 “Whoosh …” 

As the final light green holy light flowed through, all the cracks in the broken space door were repaired 

and returned to its normal state. 

Soon after, the xuandu Saint ancestor, the black demon saint ancestor, and the Tiandao Saint Soul 

entered the seventh space. 

 this Chen Xiaobei is really cunning. He sneaked into this dimension when we weren’t paying attention 

and even destroyed the portal.  

The xuandu Saint ancestor looked calm. It was obvious that this was just a small interlude and couldn’t 

stir up any waves in his heart. 

“Hmph! What’s the use of being cunning? In the face of absolute power, any schemes were 

meaningless! Just like now, aren’t we still here?” 

The black demon’s forefather was as arrogant as ever, not taking Chen Xiaobei seriously at all. 

“The atmosphere in this space doesn’t seem right …” 

The heavenly Dao, on the other hand, was always on guard. 

After all, Tiandao’s cultivation base was simply too weak. He did not have the confidence to be carefree 

or arrogant. He had to be on guard at all times in order to find a chance to live. 

“What’s wrong? There’s not even a shadow. I’d rather go to the previous space where I can move 

around a little.” 

Sacred ancestor black demon arrogantly swept his gaze across the entire space. 
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Just as he had said, at this moment, there was nothing in the space, not even a trace of Saint Qi. 

Of course, he didn’t know that there was an extremely huge and mysterious statue in this space, as well 

as an extremely powerful great divine heavenly Kirin. 

 let’s not talk about this anymore. Let’s find Chen Xiaobei and get our hands on the one word Saint-killer 

curse! That’s more important than anything else!  

The xuandu divine ancestor was still calm and collected, but he couldn’t hide the greed and desire in his 

eyes. 

After supremacy Ling Kong developed the one word Saint-slaying curse, everyone in the world wanted 

to seize this cultivation technique. Even the venerated forefather was no exception. 

“Watch me! We’ll definitely find that brat within ten seconds!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s mouth twitched as he flew up into the air and scanned the entire space. 

He released his divine sense to scan every corner, and even the slightest trace would be discovered. 

“Woof!” 

However, right at this moment, a beam of silver-white Saint Origin Energy suddenly shot down from 

above sacred ancestor black demon. 

It was like a vast and unparalleled rainbow that reached the sky. Wherever it passed, the already 

shattered space was distorted again. A void storm suddenly erupted. The scene was extremely 

spectacular and shocking. 

There was no mistake! 

This was the attack of the great sage di Tianlin! 

“Who’s there?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon was alarmed and tried to Dodge. 

However, sacred ancestor black demon suddenly realized that he was much slower than his opponent. 

He didn’t have time to Dodge. 

 extreme black universe!!!  

Of course, sacred ancestor black demon wasn’t someone to be trifled with. At this critical moment, he 

didn’t panic at all and immediately activated his bloodline ability. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the black mucus covering his body expanded at an unbelievable speed. It was like a 

Dark Universe, vast and endless, and it enveloped him. 

BOOM!!! 

In the next moment, the silver-white Rainbow suddenly bombarded the Dark Universe. 

The huge shock caused the entire space to tremble madly. 



Under the terrifying impact of the collision, the sky and earth were twisted and intertwined. The void in 

all directions was stirred up, creating giant black holes that sucked everything in. 

In the blink of an eye, the huge seventh space turned into a dark, chaotic space surrounded by countless 

black holes. 

At this moment, anyone below the divine ancestor realm would be instantly pulled into the black hole 

and killed without any chance of survival. 

However, even in this extremely terrifying environment, the xuandu divine ancestor was still calm. 

Although the ground under his feet no longer existed and he was surrounded by distorted laws and fatal 

black holes, the xuandu Saint ancestor didn’t move at all. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, Saint ancestor xuandu exuded some Saint origin power to protect Tiandao’s Saint 

Soul. At the same time, the space gate behind him was also preserved. 

This showed how powerful xuandu’s divine ancestor was. 

At the very least, without taking into account his bloodline ability, xuandu’s divine ancestor’s cultivation 

realm had already surpassed that of the great sage di Tianlin and the black demon divine ancestor. 

No wonder he could maintain a calm and collected attitude. 

After all, only a person who had everything under control could be so calm. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

On the other side, the result of the first battle between the great divine heavenly Kirin and sacred 

ancestor black demon was out. 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s extreme black universe was shattered and no longer existed. 

The attack of the great divine heavenly Kirin also dissipated and it didn’t have any energy left to cause 

any more damage. 

From this, it could be seen that in terms of cultivation and Saint elemental energy, the great divine 

heavenly Kirin and the black demon Sacred ancestor were almost equal. 

It was like the strongest spear attacking the strongest shield. No one had the upper hand. 

“Woof!” 

However, the great divine heavenly Kylin’s speed had a huge advantage. It flashed and disappeared from 

sacred ancestor black demon’s sight. 

“Hmph! You’re just a rat!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon knew that he wasn’t at an advantage in speed, so he stood there 

arrogantly and tried to provoke the great divine heavenly unicorn with words, trying to make it reveal a 

flaw. 



However, he wasn’t an impulsive man. He sneered and retorted, ” “I’m a rat, but you can’t do anything 

to me. Aren’t you even worse than a rat?” 

“I’m not as good as you?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon was extremely arrogant and disdainful.”If you dare to fight me head on, I 

can defeat you in one move!” 

“Is that so?” 

The great divine di Tianlin sneered. 

 origin black hole!  

In the next moment, the great divine heavenly Kylin’s rapidly spinning body suddenly appeared in front 

of sacred ancestor black demon. 

The eyes of the great divine heavenly Kirin suddenly glowed with a holy light. Runes circulated in its eyes 

and it was extremely demonic. In an instant, it had activated its special ability to the extreme. 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, a huge Hand of Darkness condensed and descended toward sacred ancestor black demon. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Tiandao’s expression was incredulous. He had never expected sacred ancestor black demon to use this 

technique. 

“What?” 

Xuandu’s divine ancestor looked at Tiandao coldly, his eyes full of suspicion and vigilance. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

In the next moment, the Black Hand pierced through his heart at a speed that sacred ancestor black 

demon couldn’t block, then quickly pulled out! 

Origin! Plunder! 
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 “Whoosh …” 

A ball of black light was pulled out of sacred ancestor black demon’s body. 

There was no mistake! 

This was the source of sacred ancestor black demon’s special ability! 

“H-how is this possible? How could there be such a heaven-defying ability in this world?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s eyes widened, and his heart clenched. 
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This was because sacred ancestor black demon’s special ability had disappeared as soon as the black 

light had been taken out of his body. He couldn’t use it anymore. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

In the blink of an eye, the black goo on sacred ancestor black demon’s body rapidly shrank and 

dissipated, revealing his true form. 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s true body was in human form. 

However, just as the xuandu divine ancestor had said, the black demon divine ancestor’s bloodline 

wasn’t pure. On top of his human form, there were layers of ugly, Toad-like skin. 

At the same time, his face was also extremely distorted. It could be said to be extremely ugly. 

It was definitely an ugly sight that could scare children to tears. 

Divine ancestor xuandu had mentioned before that it was because of his bloodline that divine ancestor 

black demon had been bullied and discriminated against by the profound Sage clan. 

Now, it seemed that it was not only because of his bloodline, but also because of his appearance. 

It could only be said that his childhood was very pitiful and pitiful. 

It was not easy for him to survive and achieve what he had today. It was enough to make people respect 

him. 

However! 

He was pitiful, but he was hateful. 

While he obtained many opportunities and his cultivation kept rising, his heart was extremely distorted 

due to his tragic childhood. In the end, he was completely demonized! 

He wasn’t a member of the demon race, but he had earned the title of sacred ancestor black demon in 

the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield. 

One could imagine that his way of doing things was absolutely the same as a real demon, or even worse. 

He was extremely bloodthirsty and brutal. In every battle, he would kill his enemies. His methods were 

so cruel that even true demons would be afraid of him! 

He was extremely cold-blooded and killed indiscriminately. Whoever he didn’t like, he would kill their 

entire family. Even those who had submitted to him, even if they were weak babies, would be brutally 

killed! 

From his extremely arrogant personality, he looked down on everyone and was in an insufferably 

arrogant state. It could be seen that he didn’t put anyone in his eyes at all. Naturally, he wouldn’t treat 

other people’s lives as his life! 

Because of this, in the Holy ancestor ancient battlefield, the name of Black Devil was enough to make 

people’s expressions change! 



However, at this moment! 

The proudest and most condescending Saint ancestor black demon had his face ripped off by the great 

divine heavenly Kylin! 

The terrifying sacred ancestor black demon had lost that layer of terrifying black goo and turned into an 

extremely ugly human-shaped Toad. He was enough to become the laughingstock of the entire sacred 

ancestor ancient battlefield! 

However, in reality, even so, no one would dare to laugh at him. 

However, the shadow in his heart and the inferiority he had buried deep in his heart made him 

involuntarily think of the past. He had been bullied and discriminated against in his miserable childhood 

in the profound Sage clan. He even thought of his mother’s tragic death! 

To sacred ancestor black demon, this series of memories was even more terrifying than death! 

He couldn’t accept it! 

 don’t … Don’t … Give my ability back to me … Give my ability back to me!!!  

Sacred ancestor black demon’s mind was in chaos. 

Countless painful and tragic images formed an extremely realistic illusion, continuously impacting his 

mind. 

If the mental pressure continued to increase without relief, he might even die from a mental 

breakdown. 

“What’s the situation? I haven’t even made a move, and you’ve already lost without a fight?” 

At the same time, the great divine heavenly Kylin was a little surprised. He didn’t expect that losing his 

ability would be such a huge blow to sacred ancestor black demon. 

“Heavenly Dao, what is going on?” 

The calm expression on the xuandu divine ancestor’s face finally disappeared, and he stared at Tiandao 

with killing intent. 

Tiandao didn’t dare to dally and quickly explained, ” “This … This is a special ability called the origin black 

hole. It can directly take away one of the opponent’s origin! As long as we can take back the source, 

senior black demon will be able to recover his special ability!” 

“Take back the origin? You guys are thinking too much.” 

The great divine heavenly unicorn squinted his eyes and his Saint Origin Energy exploded. It was as if the 

vast sky was crushing down from all directions, causing the endless void to tremble. 

Without a doubt, everyone in the sacred ancestor ancient battlefield understood that being soft-hearted 

to the enemy was equivalent to playing with one’s life. 



Therefore, at this moment, the great divine heavenly Kylin didn’t act arrogantly. Even if sacred ancestor 

black demon was on the verge of a mental breakdown, he wouldn’t show any mercy. He used his 

strongest attack to cripple sacred ancestor black demon! 

Even if he couldn’t kill sacred ancestor black demon, he would make him lose his fighting strength! 

“Woof!” 

However, at this moment, sacred ancestor xuandu suddenly appeared in front of sacred ancestor black 

demon. 

“What a fast speed! He’s much faster than me!” 

The eyes of the great sage di Tianlin focused and his expression turned grave. He seemed very surprised. 

After all, the great divine heavenly Kirin was much faster than sacred ancestor black demon. 

However, at this moment, the xuandu divine ancestor’s speed was far faster than the great divine 

heavenly Qilin, which was very terrifying. 

 extreme mystery-Sky Destroyer!!!  

In the next moment, xuandu’s divine ancestor waved his hand, and a vast and terrifying Saint origin 

power burst out. 

It was like a pure white sword that swept across the heavens and worlds. 

The sword Qi swept across the sky and split the Saint Origin Energy of the great divine heavenly Kirin in 

half. Then, it was destroyed. 

It was obvious that the strength of the xuandu divine ancestor had far exceeded that of the great divine 

heavenly unicorn from the first confrontation. 

There was at least a difference of one minor realm! 

One shouldn’t look at it as just a minor realm. At the level of a two-star divine ancestor, this was already 

a very huge gap! 

Not to mention others, just look at old Hui and the others, who had guarded the ruins for trillions of 

years and had enough energy to cultivate. However, none of them had been able to break through a 

small realm. 

Even the most powerful great saint di Tianlin and dark destruction Saint nichang failed to break through. 

It was clear how difficult it was to break through a minor realm after reaching the sacred ancestor 

realm. 

The difficulty of breaking through was directly proportional to the strength after the breakthrough. 

The harder it was to break through, the more powerful one would be after breaking through. 

It was precisely because of this that even if it was just a difference of one minor realm, it was enough to 

determine the final outcome of this battle. 



 return my brother’s power source!  

Xuandu’s Saint ancestor squinted his eyes and stood proudly in the air with his hands behind his back. 

His aura was terrifying! It was very out of place with his ordinary appearance! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

However, right at this moment, a huge change suddenly occurred on sacred ancestor black demon’s 

body. 
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 “Give it back to me! Give it back to me! Give it back to me!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon howled hysterically. His eyes were blood-red, and his veins were bulging. 

He had gone completely mad! 

More importantly, his Saint Origin Energy was like a trillion volcanoes erupting. It suddenly boiled and 

fluctuated violently! 

 what’s going on?!  

For a moment, the xuandu divine ancestor and the great divine heavenly Kirin didn’t attack. Instead, 

they focused all their attention on the black demon divine ancestor. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Finally, after a wave of terrifying Saint Origin Energy fluctuations, sacred ancestor black demon’s 

condition calmed down a little. 

Although he was still in a state of madness, he was much better than before. 

At that moment, the xuandu Saint ancestor and the great divine heavenly Kylin couldn’t help but look 

shocked. 

 he … He … He has broken through a small realm!  

The pupils of the great divine heavenly Kirin contracted uncontrollably as his heart turned heavy. 

One had to know that the xuandu divine ancestor alone was already something that the great divine 

heavenly Kirin couldn’t defeat. Now that there was another divine ancestor black demon, who had 

broken through a small realm, the great divine heavenly Kirin lost all chances of winning. 

“I really didn’t expect this! The Black Devil’s lifelong knot in his heart had actually become an 

opportunity for him to break through a small realm! He was too lucky! Fortune and disaster come 

together, and in the unseen world, there is free opportunity and destiny! Hahaha …” 

The xuandu Saint ancestor laughed excitedly. He was happy for his brother from the bottom of his heart. 

“This … This is too lucky …” 

Tiandao was dumbfounded, and his scalp went numb. The despair in his heart soared. 
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The heavenly Dao was just a chess piece for the xuandu Saint ancestor and the black demon saint 

ancestor. Once they obtained the one-word Saint destroyer curse, they would kill the heavenly Dao as if 

they were killing an ant without any hesitation. 

Before sacred ancestor black demon’s breakthrough, the wielder of the will was still planning to join 

forces with Chen Xiaobei to break through. 

However, at this moment, not only had the xuandu divine ancestor displayed extraordinary strength, 

but even the black demon divine ancestor had broken through a small realm and reached the same level 

as the xuandu divine ancestor. 

In such a situation, Tiandao truly felt the most extreme despair. 

Even if they worked together with Chen Xiaobei, the heavenly axiom could not think of any way to break 

out of this situation. 

Just like what sacred ancestor black demon had always said, all schemes and plots were meaningless in 

the face of absolute power. 

Because of this, at this moment, other than waiting for death, the heavenly axiom had no other 

thoughts. 

“Hahaha …” 

At the same time, sacred ancestor black demon’s crazed emotions gradually calmed down. 

He sneered arrogantly,”I didn’t expect that my breakthrough opportunity would appear under such 

circumstances!” I really have to thank you! If it wasn’t for you, I’m afraid I wouldn’t have been able to 

break through even after a trillion years!” 

There was no mistake! 

After reaching the sacred ancestor realm, even a small breakthrough would require a special 

opportunity! 

One could not directly break through a small realm just by having sufficient energy! 

But now, in this state of madness, the knot in his heart had broken, and sacred ancestor black demon 

had actually obtained the opportunity to break through a small realm! 

He was really too lucky! He was lucky enough to decide the outcome of a battle! 

At this moment, even without the help of the xuandu divine ancestor, the black demon divine ancestor 

could still defeat the great divine heavenly Qilin and take back his special ability source! 

“This …” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin’s expression turned extremely ugly and he was slowly sinking into 

despair. 

In such a situation, the great divine di Tianlin had no chance of winning. 

Their only hope was placed on Chen Xiaobei. 



After all, Chen Xiaobei had just taken away the huge statue of the ancestor of all DAOs. It looked like he 

was going to do something big. 

At that moment, the divine giant Qilin could only hope that Chen Xiaobei would succeed. 

Even though the great divine heavenly Kirin did not know what kind of combat power Chen Xiaobei 

would be able to unleash after he succeeded, he still had no idea. Would he be able to defeat the 

xuandu and black demon forefathers? 

However, that was his last and only hope! 

Other than counting on Chen Xiaobei, Hongsheng Tianlin could not think of any other way! 

“What are you still doing? Give me back my special ability! Then, kneel down and submit to me! 

Otherwise, I’ll use the most brutal methods to torture you to death and let you die with endless pain 

and grievances!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon grinned, revealing frighteningly sharp teeth. His blood-red eyes were wide 

open, and his eyes were cruel and bloodthirsty. 

“It’s impossible to submit! If you have any tricks up your sleeve, just use them!” 

The great sage di Tianlin was very determined and immediately got into a fighting stance. 

The truth was, the heavenly unicorn’s loyalty to Chen Xiaobei was far from one hundred percent. 

However, the great divine heavenly Kirin was very smart. 

The main reason why the heavenly Kirin did not want to submit to Chen Xiaobei was because its life was 

in Chen Xiaobei’s hands. 

After Chen Xiaobei came out, the divine unicorn would still be dead. 

Because of this, at this critical moment, even if it had to die, the heavenly Kirin had to stand by Chen 

Xiaobei’s side. 

Only then would the great divine heavenly Kirin have a chance of survival. 

“Hmph! An overconfident idiot! Do you think you have any chance of winning? Once I make a move, 

you’ll definitely suffer a fate worse than death!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon was still as arrogant as ever. 

Of course, at this moment, he had more capital and confidence to be arrogant than before. 

“A fate worse than death is better than certain death!” 

The heavenly Kirin knew very well that it could not betray Chen Xiaobei. Otherwise, once Chen Xiaobei 

came out, it would have no way to live. 

Therefore, at this moment, the great sage di Tianlin had made up his mind. Even if he had to risk his life, 

he had to persevere. 

The more time Chen Xiaobei had, the higher his chances of winning. 



“You really don’t know what’s good for you! It was extremely stupid! Since you’re not afraid of death, I’ll 

show you the means of killing!” 

Sacred ancestor black demon had no patience to begin with, and his killing intent was now even more 

intense as his Saint Origin Energy surged. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, xuandu’s divine ancestor retreated to Tiandao’s side. 

For one, he was afraid that the heavenly Dao would be killed by the shockwaves of the battle. For two, 

he had absolute confidence in sacred ancestor black demon. 

In xuandu’s eyes, sacred ancestor black demon’s victory was certain. He didn’t need to get involved in 

this battle. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Immediately after, sacred ancestor black demon’s sacred-Yuan power erupted. 

The dark holy light enveloped the entire space. The shockwaves caused by the power fluctuations were 

enough to distort the laws in the surroundings. Even the black holes in space were distorted. 

However, in the face of such a formation, the eyes of the great divine di Tianlin were still burning with 

an intense battle intent! 

Even if he was sure that he would lose, he would not be killed instantly! 

At the very least, he could buy some time! 

 origin source!!!  

As soon as the words were spoken, the eye of the great divine heavenly unicorn suddenly shone with 

spiritual light. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4490: Golden battle saber! 

4490 Golden battle saber! 

In an instant, a strange light flashed in his white eyes, and circles of silver-white strange patterns spread 

out. 

Like the runes of an array, they gathered in front of the great divine heavenly Kylin and connected to 

form a huge silver-white array. 

However, it was strange that this formation did not possess any power, so it naturally did not have any 

defensive power. 

“Hmph! An idiot who overestimates himself! Was he scared silly? You’re on the verge of death, yet 

you’re not defending, instead, you’re messing with these gaudy things! What’s the use?” 
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Sacred ancestor black demon was still as arrogant as ever, and he looked at the great divine heavenly 

Qilin as if he was looking at an idiot. 

At the same time, sacred ancestor black demon’s attack had already arrived in front of the great divine 

heavenly Kylin. 

Although sacred ancestor black demon was arrogant, what he said was the truth. If the great divine 

heavenly unicorn didn’t put up any defense, this attack would definitely cripple or kill him! 

This was why sacred ancestor black demon looked down on the great divine heavenly Kylin. 

On the other side, the xuandu divine ancestor and Tiandao were also surprised. They couldn’t 

understand what the great divine heavenly unicorn was trying to do. 

“Black Devil! Don’t be careless!” 

However, the older the ginger, the spicier it was. Even if he couldn’t see the mystery, the xuandu divine 

ancestor didn’t underestimate his opponent and immediately warned him. 

“Heh, big brother! You’re too cautious! This idiot is no match for me! Why should I be afraid of it?” 

Sacred ancestor black demon raised his chin with a supercilious expression. 

Of course, he did have the right to be arrogant. After all, his strength had already crushed the great 

divine heavenly Qilin. 

Victory or defeat would be completely revealed in the next moment. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, at that moment, the great divine heavenly Kirin underwent a strange change! 

Sacred ancestor black demon’s energy source, which had just been plundered, melted away like ice and 

snow. It spread out and fused into the silver-white formation. 

“Swish!” 

Then, the silver array didn’t strike out but returned to its original state and returned to the body of the 

great divine heavenly Qilin. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the dark mucus burst out of the great divine heavenly Kylin’s body and completely 

covered it. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Sacred ancestor black demon, sacred ancestor xuandu, and Tiandao were all dumbfounded by this 

scene. They couldn’t believe their eyes. 

Who dared to think about it! 

Not only did the great divine heavenly Kirin possess the ability to steal other people’s abilities, but it 

could also replicate the abilities of its enemies! 



This was simply heaven-defying among heaven-defying! 

BOOM! BOOM! 

Then, sacred ancestor black demon’s power completely struck the great divine heavenly Kylin. 

As expected, the great divine heavenly Kirin was clearly at a disadvantage and was sent flying thousands 

of meters away. 

“Be careful!” 

However, just as the situation seemed to be very unfavorable for the great divine heavenly Kirin, the 

xuandu divine ancestor let out an extremely nervous roar. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the moment of the clash, the great divine heavenly Kirin had stained sacred ancestor black demon 

with a ball of dark mucus. 

At this moment, the small ball of liquid spread out at an extremely fast speed, covering sacred ancestor 

black demon’s entire body. 

At the same time, he was burning sacred ancestor black demon’s spiritual power and Saint origin power 

at an extremely fast speed. 

Just like when sacred ancestor black demon had subdued dark destruction Saint nichang, he couldn’t 

move at all and was getting weaker and weaker. 

If he couldn’t break this ability in time, sacred ancestor black demon would be completely defeated. 

The funny thing was that just a second ago, sacred ancestor black demon had been arrogantly mocking 

the great divine heavenly Kirin. Now, he was in a hopeless situation. 

This was a quick and resounding slap to sacred ancestor black demon’s face, and he was completely 

humiliated. 

“I didn’t expect your ability to be so useful! I only wanted to buy some time, but now that we’re here, I 

already have a great chance of winning!” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin flew over slowly and its tone was filled with confidence. 

This was because, after taking that hit, the great divine heavenly Kirin was surprised to find out that the 

dark mucus on its body could greatly increase its defense. 

Although the great divine heavenly Kirin had been sent flying for thousands of meters, it had only 

suffered minor injuries. 

He had exchanged sacred ancestor black demon for a light injury. 

In this exchange, the great sage Ditian Qilin had definitely gained a lot! 

In the next round of confrontation, the great divine heavenly Kylin would be able to obtain the final 

victory if the xuandu divine ancestor was stained with the dark mucus. 



Just like what the great divine di Tianlin had said, it already had a huge chance of winning! 

“In your dreams!” 

However, at this moment, sacred ancestor black demon suddenly let out a roar, and a terrifying amount 

of Saint Origin Energy exploded from his body. 

It actually shattered the dark mucus on his body and scattered it. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The great divine di Tianlin was stunned by what he saw. 

He had thought that sacred ancestor black demon would be defeated because his spiritual power and 

Saint Origin Energy had been completely burned out by the dark mucus. 

He had never imagined that in this critical moment, sacred ancestor black demon would be able to 

stimulate the potential in his body and unleash 120% of his Saint Qi! 

First of all, sacred ancestor black demon’s bloodline was the same as the great divine heavenly Kirin’s, 

which was at the Supreme sacred ancestor level. This meant that the level of their abilities and the level 

of their resistance were on the same level. 

Under this premise, sacred ancestor black demon’s cultivation base was one minor realm higher than 

the great divine heavenly Kylin’s. 

In this desperate situation, sacred ancestor black demon had unleashed 120% of his potential. 

Naturally, he could use his Saint Qi to shatter the dark mucus covering his body. In fact, he was 

dispersing the special ability of the great divine heavenly Kylin. 

“So what if you can break free from the power of the special ability?” 

The great divine heavenly Kirin immediately activated his special ability and Saint elemental energy and 

roared, ” “The potential explosion just now also consumed 120% of your Saint Origin Energy! Right now, 

you’re just a lamb waiting to be slaughtered!” 

It was clear that although sacred ancestor black demon had escaped the threat of the special ability, his 

Saint Origin Energy had been greatly consumed, and he had lost a lot of mental power. 

In such a situation, as long as the great divine di Tianlin continued to press on, he would still have a high 

chance of winning. 

“Idiot! I’m the black demon Sacred ancestor! Come over and try! Who’s the Lamb waiting to be 

slaughtered?” 

At the same time, sacred ancestor black demon once again fell into a state of near madness. He still 

seemed to have absolute confidence in the battle, and he was almost blindly arrogant. 

“Woof!” 

The next moment, sacred ancestor black demon unsheathed a long golden blade, his killing intent 

erupting. 



That’s right! 

His current arrogance was completely dependent on this saber! 

This saber was his true trump card! 


